
INSTALLATIONS 
EQUIPMENTS 

ACCESSORIES

ARIENTI’s quality: equipment and accessories
for the well-being of your farm

4.0 SOLUTIONS

The new welfare index
for our cows

®
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BIG FAN mod. brushless
With the larger diameters and more 
tenological airfoils of our ceiling fans you 
can combat heat stress and significantly 
reduce the discomfort of your animals.

FAN JET
The ideal ventilation system in calf rearing. Thanks to the air 
volumes generated by the low-consumption fans, air quality 
is improved and bacteria, harmful gases and humidity are
reduced.
Easy to install and with guaranteed results.

VE900 naked, available also with 
protection net
Mounted directly on the feeding lane, combined 
with micro-irrigation for maximum functionality in 
reducing the animal’s body heat

TOR 1430 (new model)

6-blade fan made of PVC. Fan suitable for aisle and 
waiting room cooling, small diameter with
 lightweight construction, perfect performance.

WATERING SYSTEM 
Featuring a nozzle designed and manufactured 
for efficient wetting of the animal 

RO-TOR
Rotary fan, the purpose of which is to reduce the total 
number of devices required for a given barn configuration, 
with considerable cost and consumption reductions.
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THE ELECTRONIC SCRAPER
WITH ROPE DRIVE 
In the foreground is the maximum safety for the 
animals, which is always guaranteed by the
electronic management system “TRUSTED 
SYSTEM”, fully automatic and active in every
phase of operation.

ADDS NEW SOLUTIONS
for new flexibility of use
The electronic control unit houses most of the advanced 
technology, such as the self-diagnostic system that detects 
faults and signals them.
The electronic control unit contains most of the latest 
technology, such as the self-diagnosis system that detects a 
fault and indicates its type. The innovation lies in the perfect 
combination of high-tech management with a drive system 
that is as simple as it is robust with low energy consumption.

APS CONTROL BOX
New generation 

without mechanical 
limit switch

Aisles always 
clean

and always 
quiet animals

With POLYESTER & STEEL cable

Safety Scraper

Choosing SAFETY SCRAPER means:
- Ensuring maximum safety for animals thanks to its intelligent  
 electronic management
- Reducing energy consumption by up to 80%.
- The possibility to program several operations during the day,   
 with undeniable advantages such as: cleaner lanes, stronger  
 and more robust animal hooves, cleaner and healthier resting areas
- Reduced blade size to avoid disturbing the cows in the lanes
- Reduced cleaning time (1 m every 15 seconds)
- Fully automatic programme management
- No maintenance required 

No masonry work is needed in the lanes as the rope does not 
need as the rope does not need a cable channel.

WINNER OF THE FIRST BELTRAMI PRIZE
Cremona fairs year 2005
for its TECHNOLOGICAL and INNOVATIVE content!
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PHOTOPERIOD LIGHTING
•  ARILED lamps
•  Constant lighting levels improve health and well-being
•  +10/15% milk production per year
•  Better night vision without disturbing animals
•  Increased fertility

ADVANCEMENT
Automatic advancement is 
the ideal system to educate 
and accustom cows to 
advancing quietly, without 
scaring them or using 
violence.

COW BRUSH
With COW BRUSH brushes you can achieve better 
blood circulation, better production performance, 
better heat dispersion in summer, better general 
cleanliness, fewer parasites on the skin, better 
general animal welfare

Arienti & C s.r.l.
Operational Headquarter: Pieve Fissiraga (LO) - Italy

Tel. +39. 0371 477281 - Fax +39. 0371 477277  e-mail arientigp@arientigp.it - www.arientigp.it

HIGH-QUALITY EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES

FIXED OR MOTORISED WINDBREAK NETS
The sun and the wind are two forces of nature that, if 
you want, you can manage in your barns as you like, 
improving the wellbeing of your animals and their 
productivity. 
It is not difficult, in fact it is simple and practical, with 
the installation of our shading and windbreak nets, 
of excellent construction quality and material used, to 
guarantee your cows a high reduction in the intensity 
of sunlight and wind force.
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